PHOTO AND VIDEO SUBJECT RELEASE

Date:

Department:

Photoshoot description

I authorize units of the University of Victoria and approved third parties to reproduce photos and video taken of me in print or electronic media for educational, promotional or other university purposes. I understand my personal contact information will not be released without my permission.

Name:

Signature:

Email: Phone:

Name of witness:

Signature of witness:

RESPECTING YOUR PRIVACY
The University of Victoria is committed to respecting your privacy and will abide by the restrictions indicated above in using your photograph and video footage and accompanying personal information. The personal contact information you provide above will not be published without your permission. It may be used to contact you to discuss matters pertaining to the use and reproduction of your photo and it may be shared with other UVic employees for this purpose. Any personal information you provide is managed according to the British Columbia Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA). You have a right of access to the collected information. If you have questions regarding Freedom of Information or Protection of Privacy, please contact the Office of the University Secretary 250-721-8100, which coordinates all formal FOI requests for the university.